NOTE TO GUESTS:
Dr. Schuller always dedicated his dreams to God. There was a formal dedication for every building on this campus. Today is not merely the day when we say goodbye to a dreamer but a time for you to take your fledgling hope, your floundering dream, your infant inspiration, and pray God’s breath upon it. When you take time, following this service, to walk through the exhibit: Dr. Robert H. Schuller: Standing on the Edge of Tomorrow, Dreaming Big for God, you will have an opportunity to select a Dreamer Card Keepsake. You can write your dream on the Dreamer Dedication Card and submit it for dedication to the greater glory of God. We also invite you to visit drschuller.org and submit your dream to the upcoming Dreamer’s Dedication Wall.

Thank you for joining us today in celebration of the beautiful, unique, diverse, faith-filled man who was Dr. Robert Harold Schuller.

Special Thanks To:
Christ Cathedral, Roman Catholic Diocese of Orange whose generosity and hours of labor made this impossible service possible.
Allen & Sue Boerner, whose launching donation, subsequent gifts, and devotion of staff labor earned them the right to be called benefactors of this service.
Mr. Pat Millicano, Vice President of Action Horizons, whose round the clock attention to the production elements and vendor recruitment made it all work.
Allison Bush, of Davis Partners who took this service on as her #1 Priority and advocated for it from start to finish.
Tracey Lucas, for donating her graphic art talent for people she never met.
Arts & Antiquities, INC. for giving their whole heart and creativity to the exhibit: Dr. Robert H. Schuller: Standing on the Edge of Tomorrow, Dreaming Big for God
Plain Joe Media for their fine tuning of: drschuller.org
Bob Cavinder for dropping everything to develop the initial site: drschuller.org
Honored Guests, whose tender and faithful care of the senior Schullers during a difficult time surrounded scars with stars.
All the service participants who gave of their time, paid their own travel and honored Dr. Robert H. Schuller, our father and mentor. For being clergy to clergy and the musicians and vocalists for being art to an artist.
Ms. Carol Aspling, for jumping in with both feet as she always does with no expectation of recognition.
To the camera crew: Trevor, Sam and Cameron for coming on board last minute.
Carol Barber of Shepherd’s Grove Academy who loaned the choir risers
George Johnsen, my friend, for his “post” resources
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PRELUDE
Timmy Milner

PRE-PROCESSION
Reverend Dr. Dan Chun, First Presbyterian Church of Honolulu, Officiating
Bishop Charles E. Blake, West Angeles Church of God in Christ, Los Angeles, CA
Bishop Kevin Vann, Christ Cathedral – Roman Catholic Diocese of Orange
Dr. Tony Campolo, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, Eastern University, Founder
Evangelical Association for Promotion of Education, Philadelphia, PA
Reverend Christopher Coleman, Grandson Dr. Robert H. Schuller, Clergy URCNA
Carol Schuller Milner, Daughter Dr. Robert H. Schuller, President Robert Harold, INC
Timmy Milner, Grandson Dr. Robert H. Schuller, Musician, Composer, Vocalist
Judah Milner, Granddaughter Dr. Robert H. Schuller, Vocalist
Mr. Steve Velez, Cellist • Mr. Richard Rivale, Pianist
Honored Guests
Families/ Significant Others of Grandchildren
Children: Sheila and Jim Coleman, Robert and Donna Schuller, Jeanne and Paul Dunn, Tim Milner, Gretchen and Jim Penner

CASKET PROCESSION
Psalm 150 By Zoltan Kodaly, Oxford Press
Select Singers from Southern California Children’s Chorus
Director: Mrs. Carol Aspling
Pallbearers: Jason Coleman, Scott Coleman, Nicholas Coleman, Bobby Schuller, Anthony Schuller, Jordan Dunn
Boy With Tulips: Samuel Milner, Youngest & Last Grandson, Dr. Robert H. Schuller
Granddaughters: Angie Wyatt, Christina Sinclaire, Jennie Wood, Stephanie Dunn, Rebekah Layton, Julia Poit, Paige Penner

WELCOME
Who was Dr. Robert H. Schuller
Honored Guests Recognition
Introduction of Reverend Dr. Dan Chun
Carol Schuller Milner, Daughter Dr. Robert H. Schuller; President, Robert Harold, INC

OPENING & PRAYER
Dr. Schuller & First Presbyterian Church of Honolulu
Reverend Dr. Dan Chun, Senior Pastor

MUSIC: “Make Haste”
Lyrics and Music by Timmy Milner © Timmy Milner
Performed by Timmy Milner
Cello, Mr. Steve Velez
Piano, Mr. Richard Rivale

SCRIPTURE: Isaiah 40:27-31
Reverend Christopher Coleman, Ordained Minister URCNA

TRIBUTE
Dr. Schuller as Voice with Global Reach
Bishop Charles E. Blake, West Angeles Church of God in Christ

FAMILY WORD
Sheila Schuller Coleman
Daughter Dr. Robert H. Schuller Senior Pastor Hope Center for Christ, Orange, CA

FAMILY WORD
Robert Anthony Schuller
Son Dr. Robert H. Schuller, Ordained Ministerr Reformed Church in America

WRITING MEDLEY
Possibility Thinker’s Creed &
Favorite Robert H. Schuller Slogans © Robert Harold, INC
Jason Coleman, Scott Coleman, Jennie Wood, Stephanie Dunn, Anthony Schuller, Christina Sinclair, Rebekah Layton

TRIBUTE
Dr. Robert H. Schuller as Ecumenical Bridge Builder
Bishop Kevin Vann, Christ Cathedral

MUSIC: “Be Still My Soul”
Words by Katherine von Schlegel 1752
Music by Jean Sibelius, 1899
Arrangement by Timmy Milner • Performed by Timmy Milner

FAMILY WORD
Jeanne Dunn
Daughter, Dr. Robert H. Schuller

Gretchen Penner, MSW
Daughter, Dr. Robert H. Schuller

TRIBUTE
Dr. Robert H. Schuller as Leader of Leaders
Reverend Dr. Dan Chun, Senior Pastor

MUSIC: “Through Your Eyes”
Lyrics and Music by Timmy Milner © Timmy Milner
Performed by Timmy Milner
Cello, Mr. Steve Velez
Piano, Mr. Richard Rivale

SCRIPTURE MEDLEY: Isaiah 58:12
Dr. Robert H. Schuller Ordination Verse
Nicholas Coleman

“Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt;
you shall raise up the foundations of many generations;
you shall be called the repairer of the breach…”

Philippians 1:6
Dr. Robert H. Schuller Favorite Ministry Verse
Angie Wyatt

“I am confident of this, that the one who began a good work among you
will bring it to completion.”

Psalm 118:24
Dr. Robert H. Schuller Hour of Power Verse
Pastor Bobby Schuller

“This is the day the Lord has Made
I will Rejoice and Be Glad in It!”

Psalm 139 (selected verses)
Nicholas Coleman, Angie Wyatt, Bobby Schuller

TRIBUTE
Dr. Schuller as Pioneer, Innovator, Risk Taker, Dreamer
Dr. Anthony Campolo, Professor Emeritus of Sociology, Eastern University, Founder EAPE

READING: “The Dreamer”, © CS Milner
Written for Dr. Schuller’s 70th Birthday Celebration by Carol Schuller Milner

MUSIC: “Dream”
Performed by Judah Milner
Guitar, Timmy Milner
Cello, Steve Velez

CLOSING
Dedicate YOUR Dream
Reverend Dr. Dan Chun

BENEDICTION
As Presented by Dr. Robert H. Schuller for 60 years
Reverend Dr. Dan Chun

CASKET PROCESSION TO MEMORIAL GARDENS
MUSIC: “To Dream The Impossible Dream”
Max Uehara